
Product Description

[Core Technology] Terahertz Chips + Quantum + Optical Quartz + Negative Ion +
Blue Light Therapy Product 

Use Non-invasive operation, deep heat penetration, continuous heat energy, open up
circulation, strain recovery, stimulate cells, relax muscles and collaterals, relieve pain,
remove  moisture,  remove  dampness  and  remove  cold,  beauty  maintenance,  health
care, safe use, direct access to the affected area Applicable people: sub-health, pain,
middle-aged and elderly, damp people High permeability. 

The active terahertz energy light waves can penetrate 20-30CM of the human body
(manual massage can penetrate 2-3CM, and general instruments can reach 6-7CM),
quickly dredge the meridians, lymph nodes, improve microcirculation, expel cold and
dampness, and soften knots. 

Quick results 3 minutes to relieve itching, 10 minutes to relieve pain, 20 minutes to clear
meridians and collaterals, high temperature kills abnormal cells, repairs damaged cells,
and clears blockages Intelligent Recognition Penetrates normal tissues,  reaches the
uncomfortable part, activates inert cells and human body's self-healing power. 

Quantum Sprouts under the influence and penetration of modern science, especially
modern  physics  and  modern  biomedicine,  and  develops  on  the  basis  of  quantum
mechanics. It uses the electronic fluctuations, radiation, and energy in the microscopic
state  to  comprehensively,  systematically,  comprehensively,  and  develops  the
prevention, regulation, diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation, anti-aging, and detoxification
of the patient's body. 

Quantum is a hot ball, and the transfer of energy is discontinuous. The more quanta an
object gets,  the higher the temperature. Anion Purifying air  Ecological negative ions
Boost  immunity  Eliminate  static  electricity  Eliminate  odors  Antibacterial  and
bacteriostatic  Activated cells  Antioxidant  and anti-aging Decompose smoke Remove
odor and formaldehyde Improve sleeping Promote blood circulation Purify  the blood
Alleviate respiratory diseases Eliminate fatigue Improve myocardial  function Promote
metabolism Disinfection and sterilization Improve lung function. 

Enhance the ability to resist disease Optical Quartz High temperature resistance, good
shock resistance, extremely small  thermal expansion coefficient,  and good chemical
stability.  Excellent  optical  properties,  uniformity,  birefringence,  and  excellent
transmittance. 

Quantum Health Technology Makes Health Maintenance Easier

The Physiotherapy Secrets of Cellular Hyperthermia Drugs can treat tissue damage, but
they cannot restore cell damage. 



The cell hyperthermia instrument directly introduces light waves into the human body
and automatically  recognizes  normal  cells  and accelerates  blood flow (normal  heat
dissipation).  Can bring  a  large number of  negative  ions  to  cells,  solve  the state of
excessive accumulation of positive ions in the body, promote the self-repair and rebirth
of body organs. 

The terahertz wave cell therapy instrument can bring a lot of quantum to the cell Wake
up the body's  absorption capacity and relax the muscles Help open up the internal
circulation and filter clutter

Suitable For Sub-Health Persons, Three Systems Protect The Health

1. Activate cells and activate the body's self-repair ability Applicable symptoms: cough,
cold, throat, skin eczema, acne, hemorrhoids, hand, foot and mouth disease, muscle
damage, cold limbs, underground immunity, etc. 

2. Relax the meridians, clear fatigue, and regulate 8 main glands Applicable symptoms:
prostatitis,  gynecological  diseases,  mastitis,  breast  hyperplasia,  frozen  shoulder,
cervical  spondylitis,  rheumatoid  arthritis,  gastroenteritis,  cardiovascular  and
cerebrovascular  diseases,  hypertension,  nerve  palsy,  neurasthenia,  insomnia,
dreaminess, dizziness , Tinnitus, etc. 

3.  Increase body temperature and prevent cancer Prevention of symptoms: prostate
cancer, uterine fibroids, breast cancer, lymphoma, lung cancer, brain tumors, diabetes,
Parkinson's disease.

Physical therapy instrument
Technology: terahertz wave technology
Function: Regulate the micro-ecology. 
Core technology: quantum technology, terahertz technology, multiple filtering system. 
Principle and characteristics: Penetrates normal tissues reaches the uncomfortable
parts. Abnormal cells absorb excessive energy and heat up and destroy themselves.
At the same time, they activate inert cells and enhance the body's self-healing ability.

Nine Effects In One
Explosive destruction of cells
Activation of emotional cells
Enhancement of self-healing power
Clearing of meridian lymph
Improving microcirculation
Caring for life glands
Beautifying skin care
Removing cold and dampness
Softening and firming knots



Using An Hour Is Equivalent To:
10 Times Acupuncture 
10 Times Moxibustion 
20 Cupping 
30 Gua Sha 
40 Massages

Function:
Anti-Puffiness, Detox, Nourishing, Skin Rejuvenation, Get Rid of Cold and Dampness, 
Improve  Nervous  System,  Cell  Repair  and  Protection,  
Helps Your Body In Treatment of Diseases

May Solve Your Pain In 15 Minutes
Dredge the veins, Clear meridian 
Remove dampness and cold 
Warm uterus maintenance 
Whole body physiotherapy 
Soothing the liver and regulating qi 
Nourishing Qi and Invigorating Spleen 
Dispelling wind and nourishing lungs 
Strengthen the kidneys and bones 
Warm ventilated blood、
Deep Detox Wenyang Tongluo、
Beauty care relief the pain. 
Improve sub-health immunity

Energizing Cells Eight-Effects In One
A healthy experience that goes straight to deep care 
1.Invigorate people and be full of vitality 
2.Promote metabolism and smooth circulation. 
3.No room for "bad" cells to breed 
4.Enhance thinking and memory 
5.Balance the operation of the human body system 
6.Strengthen the immune system and defend against external aggressions 
7.Improve energy level, exercise ability 
8.Balanced skin tone and bright complexion 

8 Core Technologies
Directly reach the source of deep pain, drive away sub-health Ultrashort wave coupling 
Spectrum energy 
Terahertz wave 
Energy frequency modulation 
Biochip 
Intelligent temperature control 
Security 
Dual mode switching



6 Health-Preserving Textures \ 7 Physiotherapy Functions
Warming meridians and dispelling cold, promoting qi and dredging collaterals Replenish
vitality  and raise sun Dispelling toxins and releasing heat,  health care Activate self-
healing power and eliminate free radicals Activate/repair cells, improve microcirculation
Improve organ function, repair nerve and muscle tissue

Innovative Technology
1 Unblock the shoulder and neck meridians Improve cervical acid, numbness and pain,
relieve fatigue and prevent shoulder periarthritis 
2  Soothing  the  whole  body Relieve stress,  eliminate  fatigue,  regulate  rest,  improve
sleep 
3 dredge the cervical spine meridian Improve and prevent cervical spondylosis, and at
the same time can relieve symptoms such as dizziness and headache to a certain
extent 
4 Unblock the back meridian Relieve the pain of back muscles,  unblock the qi  and
blood, and enhance the body's immunity 
5 Regulate the intestines and stomach organs Improve physiological function decline,
spleen and stomach, qi and blood, body cold, malabsorption, etc. 
6  Unblock  the  waist  meridian  Improve  waist  stiffness  and  soreness  caused  by
prolonged sitting, and prevent the development of waist diseases

Packing & Delivery

Two packaging methods:  gift  box, cloth bag——To better ensure the safety of  your
goods,  professional,  environmentally  friendly,  convenient  and  efficient  packaging
services will be provided.

HEAT TREATMENT
A scientific and technological electrical product used to assist physical therapy for sub-
health. It is not a substitute product for treating diseases or medical devices. It is not
used for treating, preventing or diagnosing any diseases! Before users or introducing
this  or  recommending  products,  strictly  abide  by  the  publicity  norms  and  usage
specifications. If you suffer from a major illness, please seek medical attention as soon
as possible.


